Republish Ideas & Columns

You may republish a Column or Idea from PESAAgora only under the following conditions:

**Ideas** - may be freely republished under the [Creative Commons (CC BY-ND 4.0)](https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0/) Attribution, No Derivatives Licence but you must use the Republish button on the Ideas page.
You may not alter the text, nor use any of the photos or visual materials used.
You must attribute the author and PESAAgora, by linking to PESAAgora https://pesaagora.com.

**Columns are copyright, with all rights reserved by PESAAgora.**

**Columns** may only be republished after entering into an agreement with us (see below). Up to 250 words may be republished for the purpose of critique or analysis.

**One-time republication arrangements:**

If you wish to republish a Column, you must use the Republish button. After completing an online form and agreeing to the terms and conditions set out, you will be permitted to republish the selected Column.

**Using Columns in an educational setting:**

We are keen to share the work of our contributors to PESAAgora with educators. You may link to or print essays for a lesson but including an essay in a course pack requires entering into an agreement with PESAAgora and paying the associated republication fee. PESAAgora Columns may be used in an educational setting if they follow fair use. New Zealand copyright law defines "fair use" as applying only to copying for the purpose of criticism, review, news reporting, research or private study (see Otago University). Please contact us if you need clarification of how to use Columns in your teaching: admin@pesaagora.com